Skin deep: the future of personalised dermatology

Research Objectives
Understanding the genetic factors that influence skin health and ageing, toward the development of personalised skincare products.
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Personal Response
What is the next step in your research in this area? Will you be involved in controlled trials of personalised skincare, for example?

In this work we highlighted a panel of the genes affected by small nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in four major skin types. We demonstrated that in-silico analysis of the interactive network between the biomarkers reveals functional clusters and synergistic patterns with relevance to the biological activities of the skin. In future work, we would be providing evidence in in-vitro 3D skin models, of how different ethnic skin types age and respond to different skincare formulations.
Skin deep
The future of personalised dermatology

How our skin ages and resists damage is largely determined by its melanin (pigment) content, which varies according to skin type and is controlled through genetic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Research by scientists at Hexis Lab, based in Newcastle, UK, explores the SNPs behind changes to pigmentation, as well as elasticity and hydration as our skin ages. Their insights offer the potential for highly personalised approaches to preventative measures and cosmetic products appropriate to all skin types.

**ETHNICITY AND SKIN**

**STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCES**

Previous studies have shown that, after UV exposure, dark-pigmented skin suffers less DNA damage in the deepest skin layer, the lower epidermis, a redistribution of melanin from the lower to the middle epidermis, and an increase in apoptosis (programmed cell death). This may be because darker skins filter UV and remove damaged cells more efficiently. However, environmental factors may also be at play, affecting the genes involved in melanin production.

Melanosomes – the cellular components that produce and store melanin – are more dispersed in darker skin, larger, break down more easily, and contain less melanin, due to a slower rate of synthesis and faster breakdown. African skin has a thicker outer layer, or stratum corneum, than Caucasian skin, with more keratinising layers and higher lipid content. With a more acidified stratum corneum, African skin releases melanosomes more dispersed in darker skin, larger, and contains less melanin. Melanin also protects us against UV damage from the sun.

**The role of melanin**

The colour of our skin relies on the quantity and quality of the natural skin pigment melanin – the more melanin a person has in their skin, the darker their complexion. Melanin also protects us against UV damage from the sun. In lighter skins UV damage is the main cause of ageing. Melanin production – melanogenesis – is a complex process involving a network of biochemical reactions. When you lie in the sun, your skin darkens first through the redistribution of existing melanin, then several hours or days later, your body produces new melanin. Melanogenesis is controlled in different ethnic skin types through differences in DNA building blocks, known as small nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). Increased SNP activity is usually associated with decreased activity in the genes responsible for melanogenesis, resulting in lighter skin variants. There are significant variations in SNP pigmentation genes between European, East Asian, South-West Asian, and African populations. Idowu and Markiewicz believe this could be the key to breaking out of the one-size-fits-all approach to skin treatments ‘Biology is complex’, they explain, ‘and there’s lots of evidence showing that darker skin tones are ignored in developing new products’.

**UV EXPOSURE – RISKS AND BENEFITS**

Being out in the sun makes most of us feel happier and healthier, but UV exposure causes hyper-pigmentation such as freckles and age spots, and skin cancers. Aside from avoiding exposure altogether, our best defence is to use sun creams. But evidence now suggests that sunscreen can reduce our vitamin D intake by up to 95%, a deficiency which is even more problematic for Indian and African skin types which need more sun exposure to produce this essential vitamin.

Could a more personalised approach to our use of sun protection products help us prevent the ageing and damaging effects of UV exposure, while still allowing us to reap the benefits of vitamin D? Idowu and Markiewicz believe that new treatments for hyper-pigmentation could be personalised around the differences in the melanogenic genes of different skin types. For example, a sun cream for lighter skins could target facultative pigmentation (caused by sun exposure) while still allowing synthesis of vitamin D, or treatments for darker skin types that focus on constitutive pigmentation (the pigmentation we’re born with) while enhancing the potential for vitamin D synthesis – personalised skincare that would enable everyone to enjoy the sun safely and beneficially.

**ETHNIC SKIN TYPES AND AGING**

As our skin ages, pigmentation isn’t the only thing that changes – our skin becomes drier and less elastic. Ethnic skin type may also influence differences in skin hydration and resistance to damage, as well as different reactions to chemicals. For example, how well we absorb transdermal drugs. While Caucasian skin is more resistant to stratum corneum damage, African skin doesn’t so readily absorb applied substances. Meanwhile all ethnic skin types are subject to transdermal water loss (TEWL) and reductions in skin surface moisture with age. Changes in the epidermis also depend on the rate at which the outer layer of the skin is shed, something that increases with age causing skin dryness, and is more often experienced by people with African skin.

The future of clinical and pharmaceutical interventions, explain the researchers, is projected to focus on genetic variations that make each individual unique – known as the gene regulatory network.

Scientists at Hexis Lab are now using artificial intelligence and genomic data to challenge the one-size-fits-all approach, revealing the individual skin factors that will enable skincare companies to quickly develop new, affordable products for everyone.

**OUTLOOK**

Our in-silico screening platform is built on proprietary deep-learning algorithms. These capabilities enable us to quickly and cost-effectively design, validate, and virtually prototype new bio-based products for different applications.

Ingredients are systematically screened against the library of known materials in our integrated -omic databases for known bioactivities and predicted activity using machine learning. The platform is used to:

- Identify new biological targets from -omic data
- Assess the polypharmacology and interactions of new compounds/materials across biological networks
- Mine biomedical literature, patents, and public databases to discover new properties of ingredients for optimal formulations

**GENE-BASED SKINCARE**

Idowu and Markiewicz work demonstrates the importance of understanding the biology of individual skin types to advance the design of novel pharmaceuticals to regulate biological processes. Dermatology researchers can now use advanced statistical modelling tools to obtain information about skin biology and the ageing process. Applying integrative biology to genetic data – so considering every level from genome, through organism, to population – can help to elucidate how genes collaborate to perform a particular cellular function – known as the gene regulatory network.